Collective Portal Alignment Message, sharing, for soul family that resonate with my heart and
Higher Self messages.
Whatever comes through for you during this sharing, keep it to yourself and don't share it via chat
or in the comments here on FBI-book. Don't give Darkness the change to interfere with this process.
If in the near future, messages from the spiritual movement will pass by that have to do with the
extraterrestrials who are coming to save us. Please ignore them, this is false light. It's us, everything
is present in our DNA. Thank you!
First, a mantra to strengthen your belief in your own DNA powers. The original melody and first
mantra is by Alexia Chellun.
The power of love is here now
The power of now is here now
The power of you and me creating, magic on Earth now
Our DNA wisdom is on now
Our Alchemist power is on now
Aligning and activating all portals, to New Earth now
To activate the following within yourself, it doesn't matter where you are on your spiritual
awakening journey, your heart knows. Trust that. All you need NOW is to believe in the powers
present in your DNA! Even if you can't see yet, beyond the veil of this false dream and the
connection with your Higher Self is not yet present or constant, trust your inner knowing, your gut,
intuition and your heart.
Take a deep breath and feel in your heartspace which number in the NOW resonates with you;
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9. Don't hesitate, the first number that comes through is right.
The number that now resonates with you are the number of portals present in your country that you
may connect with and through your own portal, your sacred body and heart you can activate and
align these portals. This is part of step 1. When all front portals are activated in all countries, the
Authentic 9 Gaia portals scattered throughout Gaia will automatically become visible to the souls
that are part of the activation of the 9 authentic Gaia Portals. Everything will unfold naturally. When
all 9 authentic Gaia portals are activated, we will open the great portal to New Earth. That's how it
comes through.
Now back to the number you resonated with. Take a deep breath, close your eyes, and use all of
your imagination. A white owl with golden eyes now looks at you, become the owl and take off in a
flight over your native soil/country. And fly intuitively to your frontportal(s). Where are these Gaia
front portals or portal located in your country? Repeat as often as necessary.
Connect to the frontportal(s), and tell your higher self and team to allow everything necessary for
connection and activation to come through your heart portal now. Trust everything that comes
through, this can be buzzing voices, light language through writing, speaking or singing, or energy
movements with your hands or body, making an intuitive painting, an intuitive dance, a poem etc.
Everything is possible. You are your unique self.
Now set the intention to meet your soul family who are part of these frontportal Gaia Activation and
if you feel you are part of step two, also your soul core family who are part of the activation of 1 of
the 9 Authentic Gaia portals. It is NOW time to activate and reconnect all of Gaia's portals. So that
we make the Authentic 9 Gaia Portals visible and after activation we can open up the great portal to
New Earth. We are the ones we have been waiting for! Everything we need to realize this is already

present in our DNA. We are not saved by aliens or a god. We are the gods, the angels and all
extraterrestrials. The strongest souls are now on Earth to make this happen. It is time for you to
believe that you are everything and everything is alive in you. You are the Magician, the God, the
Goddess the Alchemist and in your DNA lives all the wisdom that you have acquired during your
infinite incarnations through all the Ray Frequencies and dimensions. Don't be tempted by the false
light and start believing in your own powers! Connect with the true Creator and the true light of
creation present in your heart of unconditional love. You too, are a dream creator! Let's do this!
Lots of love Esther Qizenna

